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Retroviruses are distinguished from other viruses by two characteristic steps in the viral rep-
lication cycle. The first is reverse transcription, which results in the production of a double-
stranded DNA copy of the viral RNA genome, and the second is integration, which results in
covalent attachment of the DNA copy to host cell DNA. The initial catalytic steps of the inte-
gration reaction are performed by the virus-encoded integrase (IN) protein. The chemistry of
the IN-mediated DNA breaking and joining steps is well worked out, and structures of IN-
DNAcomplexes have nowclarified how the overall complex assembles.Methods developed
during these studies were adapted for identification of IN inhibitors, which received FDA
approval for use in patients in 2007. At the chromosomal level, HIV integration is strongly
favored in active transcription units, which may promote efficient viral gene expression
after integration. HIV IN binds to the cellular factor LEDGF/p75, which promotes efficient
infection and tethers IN to favored target sites. TheHIV integrationmachinerymust also inter-
act withmanyadditional host factors during infection, including nuclear trafficking and pore
proteins during nuclear entry, histones during initial target capture, and DNA repair proteins
during completion of the DNA joining steps. Models for some of the molecular mechanisms
involved have been proposed, but important details remain to be clarified.

I
ntegration of a DNA copy of the viral genome

into a host cell chromosome is an essential
step in the retroviral replication cycle (Varmus

et al. 1989; Coffin et al. 1997). Once inte-

grated, the proviral DNA is replicated along
with cellular DNA during cycles of cell division,

as with any cellular gene. The provirus serves as

the template for transcription of viral RNAs.
Some viral RNAs are translated to yield the viral

proteins, whereas a portion of the full-length

viral RNA is recruited to serve as genomic
RNA in progeny virions.

Integration is mediated by the virus-

encoded IN protein, which is introduced into

cells during infection along with reverse tran-

scriptase, the viral RNA, and other proteins as
a part of the viral core. After the viral DNA is

synthesized by reverse transcription in the cyto-

plasm, it stably associates with IN and other
proteins as a high-molecular-weight nucleopro-

tein complex that is later transported to the

nucleus for subsequent integration. The mech-
anism of integration has been extensively

studied and the basic biochemistry is quite

well understood. Recently, structural studies of
the active nucleoprotein complexes of INbound

to viral DNA (intasomes) have also made great

progress.
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Integration occurs precisely at the termini of

the viral DNA but integration can take place at
many locations in the host genome. Most posi-

tions in chromosomal DNA can serve as inte-

gration acceptor sites, but there are distinct
regional preferences that differ among groups

of retroviruses. Some of these preferences ap-

pear to involve chromatin-associated factors
that also interact with IN. Understanding tar-

geting is especially important because of the

application of retroviral insertion in gene ther-
apy, where adverse events have been associated

with integration of retroviral vectors near

proto-oncogenes (Howe et al. 2008; Hacein-
Bey-Abina et al. 2010). The integration step is

also the target of FDA-approved inhibitors (dis-

cussed by Arts and Hazuda 2011).
This review takes advantage of data from

both HIV and model retroviruses because

important advances came from both. First we
review the evolution of models for retroviral

integration, then our present picture of the bio-

chemical steps of the integration pathway, and
lastly integration in the cellular context.

HISTORY

Howard Temin’s provirus hypothesis holds that

the viral RNA introduced into cells during
infection becomes converted to DNA by reverse

transcription. Viral DNA is then integrated into

the host genome. This explained how cells
transformed by Rous sarcoma virus (RSV)

could stably maintain the transformed state in

the absence of viral replication (Temin 1976).
Temin’s hypothesis was vindicated by the dis-

covery of reverse transcriptase (Baltimore

1970; Temin and Mizutani 1970) and the phys-
ical characterization of integrated viral DNA in

the genome of infected cells (Weiss et al. 1984;

Coffin et al. 1997).
Howdoes the viral DNAbecome integrated?

The first sighting of the protein we now call IN

was as a nuclease activity associated with cores
of avian retroviral particles (Grandgenett et al.

1978). Genetic studies later defined the IN cod-

ing region and the ends of the viral DNA to be
important for integration (Donehower and

Varmus 1984; Panganiban and Temin 1984;

Schwartzberg et al. 1984). In these studies,

cloned copies of the viral DNA were modified
in vitro, and the modified DNAwas then intro-

duced into cells by transfection, allowing pro-

duction of viral particles. The phenotype of
the mutant viral stocks could then be character-

ized by infecting fresh cells. Mutation of the 30

region of the pol gene resulted in viruses that
were able to enter cells and carry out reverse

transcription normally, but failed to integrate

the reverse-transcribed DNA. This region of
pol encodes a protein, now called IN. Another

group of mutants with an essentially identical

phenotype mapped to the ends of the viral
DNA at the sites that become joined to host

DNA on integration (Panganiban and Temin

1983; Murphy and Goff 1992; Murphy et al.
1993; Du et al. 1997). Studies of the synthesis

of the viral proteins showed that IN is cleaved

from the gag-pol polyprotein precursor by the
virus-encoded protease to yield an independent

protein. These studies indicated that IN likely

acts on the ends of the viral DNA but could
not reveal the mechanisms involved. The pres-

ence of circular forms of viral DNA in infected

cells initially suggested that retroviral integra-
tion might proceed via a circular DNA inter-

mediate, as was known to be the case for

bacteriophage l, but this idea was later refuted
by biochemical studies, as described below.

KEY ADVANCES

Biochemical Studies of the Integration
Mechanism

Demonstration that PICs Isolated from
Infected Cells Are Competent for Integration
In Vitro

The first biochemical studies of the integration

reaction used viral replication intermediates
purified from infected cells as a source of the

integration machinery. Studies were initially

performed using Moloney murine leukemia
virus as a model system (Brown et al. 1987),

soon followed by similar experiments with

HIV (Ellison et al. 1990; Farnet and Haseltine
1990). The viral DNA made by reverse tran-

scription within the cytoplasm was found to
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be part of a large nucleoprotein complex, the

preintegration complex (PIC), which is derived
from the core of the infecting virion (Bowerman

et al. 1989). On incubation in vitrowith a target

DNA in the presence of a Mg2þ ion, the viral
DNAwithin PICs efficiently integrates into the

target DNA.

Analysis of the structure of the integration
intermediates produced in these reactions (Fuji-

wara and Mizuuchi 1988; Brown et al. 1989)

revealed the DNA cutting and joining steps of
integration (Fig. 1). In the first step (30 end

processing), two nucleotides are in most cases

removed from each 30 end of the blunt-ended

linear viral DNA. The resulting 30 ends of the
viral DNA in all cases terminate with the con-

served CA-30 sequence. In the second step

(DNA-strand transfer), these 30 ends attack a
pair of phosphodiester bonds on opposite

strands of the target DNA, across the major

groove. In the resulting integration intermedi-
ate the 30 ends of the viral DNA are covalently

joined to the target DNA. The single-strand

gaps and the two-nucleotide overhang at the
50 ends of the viral DNAmust be repaired by cel-

lular enzymes to complete integration. The sites

Viral DNA

A B

C D E

Target DNA

Figure 1. DNA breaking and joining reactions mediating DNA integration. DNA bases are shown by balls in the
snap-together models, although the HIV DNA (10 kb) and the cellular chromosome (megabases) are not shown
to scale. (A) The linear blunt-ended viralDNA (green and yellow) and targetDNA (blue and red). (B) 30 endproc-
essing. Twonucleotides are inmost cases removed fromeach 30 end of the viralDNA. (C) The 30 ends generatedby
30 processing attack a pair of phosphodiester bonds in the target DNA. The sites of attack on the two target DNA
strands are separated by five nucleotides in the case ofHIV-1. The 30 ends of the viralDNAare joined to the 50 ends
of the target DNAat the site of integration. The 50 ends of the viral DNA are not joined to target DNA in the inter-
mediate. (D) Completion of provirus formation requires removal of the two unpaired bases at the 50 ends of the
viral DNA, filling in the single-strand gaps between viral and target DNA and ligation of the 50 ends of the viral
DNA to target DNA. IN catalyzes the 30 processing and DNA-strand transfer steps to form the integration inter-
mediate. Subsequent steps are thought to be catalyzed by cellular enzymes. (E) The integrated provirus.
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of joining on the two target DNA strands are

separated by four nucleotides in the case of mu-
rine leukemia virus (MLV), resulting in a four-

nucleotide duplication of target DNA flanking

the integrated proviral DNA. For HIV, the sites
are five base pairs apart, resulting in a five base-

pair duplication.

Development of In Vitro Integration Assays
Using Purified IN

PICs contain many viral and cellular proteins,

as shown, for example, by immunoprecipitation

assays (Farnet and Haseltine 1991b; Bukrinsky
et al. 1993; Li et al. 2001). However, possible

roles of these proteins in integration are difficult

to assess, in part because the low abundance of
PICs in extracts of infected cells complicates

analysis. Simpler in vitro systems were therefore

required to identify the minimal set of proteins
required for integration. The next advance

was the discovery that cell extracts containing

PICs or detergent-disrupted virus particles
could promote in vitro integration of linear

plasmid DNA with terminal sequences that

mimic the viral DNA ends (Fujiwara and Crai-
gie 1989), albeit with low efficiency. It was later

shown using the same assay that HIV-1 IN pro-

tein alone was able to support in vitro DNA
integration (Bushman et al. 1990). The discov-

ery that IN alone is sufficient to promote not

only 30 end processing (Katzman et al. 1989),
but also in vitro integration (Craigie et al.

1990; Katz et al. 1990) of oligonucleotides

matching the viral DNA ends opened the door
to detailed biochemical studies of the integra-

tion reaction. The high efficiency of these sim-

plified assay systems allowed the products to
be directly detected by physical methods such

as gel electrophoresis and provided the founda-

tion for the development of high-throughput
screens that later led to the development of IN

inhibitors (Arts and Hazuda 2011).

Although highly efficient, the oligonucleo-
tide assay system initially lacked the full fidelity

of integration in vivo. Many reaction products

resulted from integration of only a single viral
DNA end into one strand of target DNA, rather

than concerted integration of pairs of viral DNA

ends. Subsequent improvements have enabled

in vitro concerted integration of both ends by
HIV-1 IN, although still with somewhat low

efficiency (Hindmarsh et al. 1999; Sinha et al.

2002; Li and Craigie 2005; Sinha and Grandge-
nett 2005). Under these conditions, IN forms

a stable synaptic complex (SSC) with a pair

of viral DNA ends that is an intermediate on
the reaction pathway (Li et al. 2006), and in

which 30 end processing occurs on both viral

DNA ends.

Integration Mechanism: Similarities
to DNA Transposition

A mechanistic connection between DNA trans-

position and retroviral DNA integration was
first suggested by the short duplication of target

DNA sequences that flank integrated proviruses

and integrated transposons (Ju and Skalka
1980; Shimotohno et al. 1980). In the case of

DNA transposons, this duplication was known

to arise by staggered cleavage of the target
DNA and subsequent repair of the resulting

single-strand gaps between transposon DNA

and target DNA. In contrast to many DNA re-
combinases, these transposases splice the trans-

poson DNA into the new target DNA by a one-

step transesterificationmechanism. In this reac-
tion, the 30 end of the viral or transposon DNA

acts as a nucleophile in the attack on the target

DNA backbone, breaking the target DNA and
joining the viral DNA all in a single step. This

is in contrast to two-step reactions involving a

covalent intermediate between DNA and pro-
tein as is found in the tyrosine and serine recom-

binase families (reviewed in Mizuuchi 1992).

The oligonucleotide integration assay al-
lowed the number of reaction steps to be

counted in the HIV-1 DNA-strand transfer

reaction using stereochemically marked phos-
phate atoms in target DNA substrates. The

result was that integration proceeded in a single

step, implicating a direct transesterification
(Engelman et al. 1991), as had been previously

shown for bacteriophage Mu transposase (Miz-

uuchi and Adzuma 1991). Reactions involving a
covalent protein-DNA intermediate, in contrast,

require two steps. Subsequent structural studies

R. Craigie and F.D. Bushman
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revealed that retroviral IN and transposases of

the D,D,E family, which includes bacteriophage
Mu and Tn5, share a common active site organ-

ization in which the conserved acidic amino

acids bind two divalentmetal atoms, confirming
earlier suggestions based on mutagenesis data

(Engelman and Craigie 1992; Kulkosky et al.

1992; van Gent et al. 1992; Leavitt et al. 1993).

Structural Studies of IN

In early studies, partial proteolysis of HIV IN

protein revealed three structurally distinct do-

mains (Engelman and Craigie 1992), and ex-
pression of these domains individually yielded

proteins that were amenable to study. The cen-

tral core domain, which from biochemical stud-
ies was expected to contain the active site

(Engelman and Craigie 1992; Kulkosky et al.

1992; van Gent et al. 1992; Bushman et al.
1993; Leavitt et al. 1993), remained poorly solu-

ble but a single amino change markedly im-

proved solubility (Jenkins et al. 1995) and
enabled crystallization. The structure (Dyda

et al. 1994) confirmed the triad of acidic resi-

dues, the D,D-35-Emotif identified frommuta-
genesis studies, to be key active site residues. The

structure of the ASV IN core domain was deter-

mined soon after (Bujacz et al. 1995). The IN
core structures belong to the superfamily of a

functionally diverse group of polynucleotidyl

transferases, which includes prokaryotic and
HIV RNase H enzymes, Holiday junction resol-

vase RuvC, and the phage Mu transposase cata-

lytic domain (Rice et al. 1996), collectively
referred to as “RNase H superfamily.”

The structures of the isolated catalytic

domains provided no clue as to how IN interacts
with DNA to position a pair of active sites with

the correct spacing for DNA-strand transfer.

Both HIV and ASV IN fragments crystallized
as dimers, with similar dimer interfaces. How-

ever, the pairs of active sites were on opposite

faces of the roughly spherical complexes with
a separation incompatible with the five-nu-

cleotide spacing of the sites of catalysis in the

target DNA.
Structures were also solved for the amino-

terminal and carboxy-terminal domains. The

amino-terminal domain, refolded in the pres-

ence of zinc, was initially solved by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) (Cai et al. 1997;

Eijkelenboom et al. 1997). It consists of a bundle

of a helices with coordination of a single Zn2þ

ion stabilizing the structure. The carboxy-ter-

minal domain structure was also solved by

NMR, revealing an SH3-like b barrel (Eijkelen-
boomet al. 1995; Lodi et al. 1995). Subsequently,

two-domain structures, amino-terminal plus

catalytic domain or catalytic domain plus car-
boxy-terminal domain, were solved for several

retroviral INs (reviewed in Chiu and Davies

2004; Jaskolski et al. 2009). On the basis of these
partial structures, numerous models were pro-

posed for the IN complex with viral DNA ends.

However, the differences in the arrangement of
domains between the various partial structures

indicated that structures including viral DNA

would be required to understand the organiza-
tion of the active complex.

Determination of the structure of proto-

type foamy virus (PFV) IN in complex with
viral DNA (Hare et al. 2010; Maertens et al.

2010) provided amajor breakthrough in under-

standing IN function. The PFV intasome is
comprised of a homotetramer of IN assembled

on viral DNA ends (see online Movie 1 at www.

perspectivesinmedicine.org). Within it, the IN
domains have essentially the same structures

as observed in the isolated domains previously.

The tetramer has a dimer-of-dimers archi-
tecture, where the individual dimers are formed

via the canonical catalytic domain dimeriza-

tion interface. The tetramerization interface in-
cludes contacts between the amino-terminal

domain from one monomer and the catalytic

core domain of the opposing dimer. Isomor-
phous domain-domain interfaces have been

observed in crystal structures containing two-

domain constructs of HIV-1 and visna virus
INs (Wang et al. 2001; Hare et al. 2009). How-

ever, the conformation of the tetramerization

interface andmutual orientation of the catalytic
domain dimers could not have been predicted

based on existing partial structures. The tet-

ramer is held together not only by protein–
protein contacts but also protein–DNA interac-

tions that together bury more than 10,000 Å2

HIV DNA Integration
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of molecular surface (Fig. 2). Two of the mono-

mers extend across the center of symmetry in
the complex, thus tightly linking the two halves.

The intertwined nature of protein–protein and

protein–DNA contacts is reminiscent of the
structures of Tn5 and Mos1 transpososomes

(Davies et al. 2000; Richardson et al. 2009).

The PFV structure also confirmed that the IN
active site binds a pair of divalent metal cations

(Fig. 2D). A notable feature of the PFV inta-

some crystals is that amino- and carboxy-
terminal domains of the IN subunits that do

not participate in the tetramerization interface

are disordered. The functions of these four
domains remain to be determined.

Crystallization of the PFV intasome also

provided critical new information on themech-
anism of action of IN inhibitors such as ralte-

gravir. Structures of intasome/drug complexes

revealed that not only does raltegravir binding
block access of target DNA to the active site,

but also displaces the 30 end of the viral DNA

from the active site, thereby disrupting catalysis.

The active site region of PFVand HIV-1 IN are

sufficiently similar that interactions of HIV-1
IN with inhibitors can be modeled based on

the PFV structure (Krishnan et al. 2010). How-

ever, some resistance mutations map to regions
that are dissimilar between the two proteins, so

structures of the HIV-1 intasomewill ultimately

be required to fully understand the mechanism
of drug resistance.

The PFV intasome presents a surface that

can accommodate target DNAwithout any sig-
nificant conformational changes, suggesting that

the viral nucleoprotein complex does not un-

dergo major structural rearrangements between
30 processing and DNA-strand transfer. How-

ever, because the active sites of the intasome

are separated by some 25 Å, a significant de-
formation of target DNA is required for the

active sites to access the scissile phosphodiesters

(Fig. 3; see online Movie 2 at www.perspectives
inmedicine.org) (Maertens et al. 2010). The tar-

get DNA-containing PFV structures explained

the early observations that retroviral INs are

A

B

C

D

90°

G GT T

3′E221
D185

D128

3′ E221
D185

D128

C C
A

90°

Figure 2. Structure of the complex of PFV IN and viral DNA (Hare et al. 2010). (A,B) Two views of the IN-DNA
complex. (C) Top view of the complex, colored to emphasize that two monomers cross the center of symmetry
and link up the two halves of the complex. (D) Stereo pair showing the structure of the active site, including two
magnesium atoms bound to the three conserved acidic amino acids that comprise the active site.
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biased toward deformed target DNA (Pryciak
and Varmus 1992; Pruss et al. 1994; Katz et al.

1998).

Integration in the Cellular Context

Nuclear Localization

HIV can infect nondividing cells, implying that

PICs must cross the nuclear membrane to carry
out integration. The mechanism of nuclear

localization has not been fully clarified (for

recent reviews see Fassati 2006; Suzuki and
Craigie 2007). Briefly, several known compo-

nents of PICs exhibit nuclear localization prop-

erties when fused to a polypeptide that does not
normally localize to the nucleus. However, mu-

tating these determinants individually in the

context of the PIC does not abolish nuclear
localization. Proposed viral determinants in-

clude HIV-1 MA, CA, and IN proteins, and in

addition, the three-strandedDNAflap structure
generated at the central polypurine tract.

Several genome-wide screens have been per-

formed to identify genes that when reduced in
dosage using small interfering RNA (siRNA),

diminish HIV infection, and several of the iden-

tified host factors have beenmapped to the inte-
gration part of the viral replication cycle (Brass

et al. 2008; Konig et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2008).

A

B C

Target

DNA

Target

DNA

Viral

DNA

TCC STC

Figure 3. Target DNA capture by the complex of PFV IN and viral DNA (Maertens et al. 2010). (A) Overview of
the complex, showing target DNA in blue. (B,C) Two views of the DNA only, highlighting formation of the ini-
tial covalent link between the viral DNA 30 ends and target DNA 50 ends.
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Among these, several nuclear pore proteins

appear to also be important not only for nuclear
localization but also for efficient integration

after nuclear entry, suggesting possible coupling

of nuclear translocation and integration. Some
cellular proteins implicated as important in-

clude transportin 3 (product of the TNPO3

gene) and Nup358 (product of the RANBP2
gene). Surprisingly, an amino acid substitution

in the CA protein (N74D) was able to abrogate

sensitivity to a knockdown of TNPO3, but
created sensitivities to knockdown of several

other nuclear pore proteins (Lee et al. 2010).

These data suggest that PICs may interact with
specific nuclear pore proteins during nuclear

transit, and that there may be multiple redun-

dant pathways accessible to PICs for nuclear
entry.

Multiple Fates of the Viral DNA in the Nucleus

After the HIV PIC enters the nucleus, the viral

DNA must become integrated into chromoso-
mal DNA of the host for productive infection

to proceed. However, the viral DNA can also

undergo several circularization reactions that
do not support subsequent replication and rep-

resent dead ends for the virus (Farnet and

Haseltine 1991a). The two ends of the viral
DNA can be ligated to each other, probably

following dissociation of the PIC proteins, to

yield 2-long long terminal repeat (LTR) circles.
Inactivation of the host cell nonhomologous

DNA end-joining (NHEJ) components Ku70/
80, ligase IV, and XRCC4 blocks 2-LTR circle
formation, implicating that these factors are

involved in the circularization reaction (Li

et al. 2001; Jeanson et al. 2002). Circles with
one LTR copy can also be detected. These can

be formed either by recombination between

the LTRs within the nucleus, possibly involving
action of the cellular MRN complex (Mre11,

Rad50, and NBS1) (Kilzer et al. 2003), or as

stalled products of reverse transcription that
failed to complete the final steps of strand dis-

placement synthesis (Hu and Hughes 2011).

In addition, the viral DNA can use itself as an
integration target, resulting in either circles

with an inverted segment, or pairs of smaller

circles, depending on whether each 30 end joins

initially to the same or a different DNA strand
(Shoemaker et al. 1980; Farnet and Haseltine

1991a). The cellular DNA condensing protein

BAF can block autointegration in vitro, suggest-
ing that tight packaging of the viral DNA in a

protein complex may protect against autointe-

gration (Lee and Craigie 1998).

Integration Target Site Selection

Once in the nucleus, integration requires cap-

ture of host cell DNA sequences by viral PICs

and completion of the chemical steps of integra-
tion. The nature of favored and disfavored target

sites for retroviral integration has been the topic

of close study (for reviews see Varmus et al.
1989; Coffin et al. 1997; Ciuffi and Bushman

2006). Early analysis of the DNA sequences at

junctions between proviral DNA and host
DNA showed that host cell sequences at the

point of integration differed among proviral

isolates, indicating that the integration reaction
was not highly sequence specific, although close

analysis subsequently showed weakly conserved

sequences at target sites (Varmus et al. 1989;
Stevens and Griffith 1994; Coffin et al. 1997;

Holman and Coffin 2005; Wu et al. 2005; Berry

et al. 2006). Early studies of gammaretroviruses
suggested that integration might be favored

near DNAse I hypersensitive sites in vertebrate

genomes, indicating a possible association
with open chromatin (Varmus et al. 1989; Cof-

fin et al. 1997).

The development of methods for studying
integration in vitro using PICs or purified IN

allowed target site selection to be analyzed in

reconstituted reactions. Following the idea
that chromatin packing could obstruct integra-

tion, DNA templates wrapped in nucleosomes

were tested as in vitro integration targets, which
surprisingly showed that integration was ac-

tually favored in nucleosomal DNA (Pryciak

and Varmus 1992; Pryciak et al. 1992; Pruss
et al. 1994). Mapping of favored sites indicated

that sharp DNA bends in the nucleosome struc-

ture were particularly favored targets (Pruss
et al. 1994). Several studies have shown thatDNA

distortion can promote integration (Bushman

R. Craigie and F.D. Bushman
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and Craigie 1992; Bor et al. 1995; Katz et al.

1998), perhaps because completing the reaction
cycle requires DNA distortion, so that kinking

the DNA on the nucleosome may lower the ac-

tivation energy. Consistent with these obser-
vations, the target DNA in the PFV target

capture and strand transfer complexes is signifi-

cantly deformed to position the scissile phos-
phates close to the two active sites (Maertens

et al. 2010). The deformation is more drastic

than the relatively smooth curvature of DNAon
the nucleosome surface, suggesting that some

remodeling of nucleosome structure may be

required to facilitate integration. In addition,
the presence of several sequence-specific DNA-

binding proteins on integration targets was

shown to obstruct integration in vitro (Pryciak
and Varmus 1992; Bor et al. 1995), probably

by steric occlusion.

With the completion of the draft human
genome sequence in 2001 (Lander 2001; Venter

2001), it became possible to study integration

target site selection genome wide using high-
throughput DNA sequencing. In the first such

study, 524 sites of HIV integrationweremapped

after acute infection of the T-cell line SupT1
and the relationship with genomic annotation

analyzed (Schroder et al. 2002). This experi-

ment revealed that HIV favored integration
within transcription units quite strongly. The

relationship with gene activity was then probed

by transcriptional profiling analysis of the
SupT1 cells, revealing that active transcription

units were particularly strongly favored for inte-

gration. In the human genome, many genomic
features are correlated with each other, and

this complicates identifying the primary deter-

minants of integration targeting. Active tran-
scription units are associated with regions of

high G/C content, high gene density, high

CpG island density, short introns, high frequen-
cies of Alu repeats, low frequencies of LINE

repeats, and characteristic epigenetic modifica-

tions. These features are also associated with
high frequencies of HIV integration (Fig. 4).

Subsequently, HIV integration site selection

has been studied after acute infection in many
cell types (Wu et al. 2003; Mitchell et al. 2004;

Barr et al. 2006; Berry et al. 2006; Ciuffi et al.

2006; Wang et al. 2007; Brady et al. 2009a),
and the favoring of integration in active tran-

scription units has been seen in all cases except

in the presence of artificially engineered tether-
ing factors (described below).

221

212

203

194

185

176

167

158

149

1310

1211

X
HIV integration sites

Y
GC content

RefSeq gene count density

Figure 4. HIV integration site distributions on
the human chromosomes (Wang et al. 2007).
The human chromosomes are numbered at
the sides of the diagram. HIV integration sites
(20,000 total) are shown in green, gene density
is shown in blue (measured as the count of
RefSeq genes in a 500-kb interval), and the G/
C content is shown in orange (measured in
500-kb intervals). The gray coloring indicates
regions of centromeric repeats that have not
been sequenced.
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Why did HIV evolve to favor integration in

active transcription units? Studies of many
types of integrating genomic parasites show

that their targeting preferences have evolved to

optimize their ability to persist in their hosts
and leave progeny. The yeast Ty retrotranspo-

sons, for example, must coexist with their hosts

indefinitely, and they have evolved to integrate
into benign genomic locations that do not

harm the yeast cell (reviewed in Bushman

2001; Craig et al. 2002). For HIV, infected T cells
typically have a half-life of only a day or two

before cells are killed by the cellular immune

system or by the toxicity of infection (Perelson
et al. 1996). Thus HIV has only a limited time

for the production of progeny. Recent studies

show that integrationwithin transcription units
is usually favorable for efficient transcription

(Jordan et al. 2001; Lewinski et al. 2005), poten-

tially explaining the targeting preference.
Other retroviruses, however, show different

favored target sites in chromosomes. The gam-

maretroviruses strongly favor integration at
transcription start sites (Wu et al. 2003). Other

retroviral genera show no strong preferences,

with integration only slightly favored in tran-
scription units or gene 50 ends (Mitchell et al.

2004; Narezkina et al. 2004; Brady et al. 2009b).

These observations argue against the sim-
plest version of the open chromatin model for

targeting—if relative exposure of the target

DNA was the only determinant of integration
site selection, then how could the retroviruses

be so different from each other? Considerable

evidence now indicates that a simple tethering
model explains HIV integration targeting.

Another type of model could invoke the differ-

ent modes of nuclear entry. The gammaretrovi-
ruses require mitosis for efficient infection (Roe

et al. 1993), whereas HIV can infect nondivid-

ing cells, raising the possibility that PICs from
the two types of retroviruses are encountering

chromatin at different points in the cell cycle.

If the chromatin is in different states at these
stages, differences in integration targeting could

result. Studies of HIV integration in twomodels

of cells arrested at G1 showed favored integra-
tion in active transcription units for both

(Barr et al. 2006; Ciuffi et al. 2006), but more

data on integration at other points in the cell

cycle is needed to explore this model more fully.
An IN “swap” experiment implicated INas a

dominant determinant of integration targeting.

In this study, the IN region of the gammaretro-
virus MLV was substituted for that of HIV,

and integration target site selection monitored

(Lewinski et al. 2006). The chimeric virus
showed favored integration near transcription

start sites and reduced integration along the

length of transcription units, thus resembling
MLV and differing from HIV. Thus MLV IN

was a dominant determinant of MLV-like inte-

gration in this context.
With the development of “next-generation”

sequencing methods, it has become possible to

generate much larger collections of integra-
tion sites for analysis. In parallel, new kinds of

genome-wide annotation have become avail-

able thanks to “ChIP-seq” and other methods
based on massively parallel sequencing for

genome-wide mapping of bound proteins, sites

of histone modification, and DNAmethylation.
Analysis of 40,000 sites of HIV integration in

the Jurkat T-cell line has indicated that inte-

gration commonly occurs on the outer sur-
face of DNA wrapped on nucleosomes in vivo

(Wang et al. 2007), as was suggested from earlier

experiments in vitro. The distributions of a
wide variety of histone posttranslational modi-

fications have been associated with distribu-

tions of HIV integration sites, indicating that
marks characteristic of active transcription

units are favorable (e.g., H3K4me1 and me2,

H3K27me1, and H3K36me3), whereas those
characteristic of intergenic regions or inactive

genes are unfavorable (e.g., H3K9me2 andme3,

and H3K27me2 and me3).
Extensive mapping of both HIV integra-

tion sites and genomic annotation allows ex-

traction of the genomic features most strongly
directing integration targeting. Logistic re-

gression or machine-learning methods can be

used to compare integration site distributions
to random control models, and then variable

selection schemes can be used to identify the

most strongly associated forms of annotation.
For HIV, the genomic features that best allow

discrimination of HIV integration sites from

R. Craigie and F.D. Bushman
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random sites included the local sequence at the

point of integration, G/C content, gene density,
and DNAse I cleavage site density (Berry et al.

2006; Wang et al. 2007), the latter three being

associated with transcriptionally active regions
of the genome.

LEDGF/p75, a Host Cell Factor Affecting
HIV Integration

HIV takes advantage of host cell factors to allow

efficient integration and optimize integration

target site selection. Of particular importance
is the host cell protein LEDGF/p75 (product

of the PSIP1 gene), which both boosts the effi-

ciency of integration and mediates targeting to
active transcription units.

LEDGF/p75 was first identified as a tran-

scriptional mediator protein that promoted
activator-dependent transcription in vitro (Ge

et al. 1998). Subsequently, several groups used

affinity-based screens to identify cellular pro-
teins that bound to HIV IN and thereby identi-

fied LEDGF/p75 as a tight binder (Cherepanov
et al. 2003; Turlure et al. 2004; Emiliani et al.
2005). Analysis of the LEDGF/p75 protein

showed that it contains a PWWP chromatin-

binding domain at the amino terminus, an
A/T hook domain likely involved in DNAbind-

ing, a nuclear localization signal, and a carboxy-

terminal domain that bound tightly to IN.
Imaging studies showed that LEDGF/p75 could
be visualized bound to condensed chromo-

somes at mitosis, and in the presence of
LEDGF/p75, IN would accumulate on chroma-

tin as well, suggesting that LEDGF/p75 could

tether IN to chromatin (Maertens et al. 2003).
Initially it was unclear whether LEDGF/p75

was important for efficient HIV infection, but

experiments eventually showed that even trace
amounts of LEDGF/p75 were sufficient to pro-
mote HIV replication. Once LEDGF/p75 was

efficiently depleted or knocked out, a substan-
tial reduction in infectivity was detected. Fur-

thermore, mapping the level of the block

showed inhibition selectively at the integration
step (Llano et al. 2006b; Shun et al. 2007).

Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

methods, in addition to documenting reduced

provirus formation, also showed that the for-
mation of 2-LTR circles was actually increased

by LEDGF/p75 depletion (Llano et al. 2006b).

An increase in 2-LTR circles is also seen during
infection in the presence of IN inhibitors (Arts

and Hazuda 2011), likely because inhibition of

integration within the nucleus provides more
viral cDNA substrate to the circularization reac-

tion, boosting circle formation. Further studies

showed that still greater reductions in HIV
infection efficiency could be accomplished by

overexpression of the LEDFGF/p75 IN binding

domain fragment by itself (De Rijck et al. 2006;
Llano et al. 2006a), further supporting the

importance of the LEDGF/p75-IN interaction

in vivo.
Mapping of integration site distributions in

the presence of LEDGF/p75 knockdowns

showed that much of the targeting to transcrip-
tion units was lost when LEDGF/p75 was

depleted, and restoration of LEDGF/p75 res-

cued proper targeting, directly implicating
LEDGF/p75 in the targetingmechanism (Ciuffi

et al. 2005; Marshall et al. 2007; Shun et al.

2007). Binding sites for LEDGF/p75 have been
mapped on chromosomes experimentally for

the ENCODE regions, which comprises about

1% of the human genome. Well-supported
LEDGF/p75 binding sites (“LEDGF islands”)

were found to lie preferentially in transcription

units, paralleling the observed preference of
these locations for HIV integration (De Rijck

et al. 2010). Several additional aspects of HIV

target site selection were also affected by the
LEDGF/p75 knockdown. Integration was more

favored in regions of higher G/C content in the

knockdown, and integration near CpG islands
was increased. Overall, the data support a sim-

ple tethering model, in which LEDGF/p75
binds to HIV IN and simultaneously to chro-
matin at active transcription units, thereby

directing integration to these locations.

Subsequent studies of HIV integration tar-
geting in different cell types showed that the

proportion of integration sites in transcription

units differed among cell types, providing
another angle for studying LEDGF/p75 func-

tion (Marshall et al. 2007). LEDGF expression

HIV DNA Integration
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levels were compared over these same cell types,

which revealed that higher LEDGF/p75 expres-
sion correlated with a greater proportion of

integration sites in transcription units. These

findings support the importance of LEDGF/
p75 for integration targeting in primary cells

that were not subjected to harsh manipulations

such as siRNA treatment or gene deletion.
The tethering model has received strong

support from studies of artificial derivatives of

LEDGF/p75, in which substitution of the
LEDGF/p75 chromatin-binding region, com-

prised of the PWWP domain and a pair of

A/T hooks (Llano et al. 2006b; Turlure et al.
2006) for alternative chromatin-binding do-

mains allowed clear-cut retargeting of integra-

tion (Ferris et al. 2010; Gijsbers et al. 2010;
Silvers et al. 2010). One dramatic example

took advantage of the HP1/Cbx protein, which
directs binding to sites of histone H3K9 di- and
trimethylation. Substitution of the HP1/Cbx
binding unit for the LEDGF/p75 chromatin-

binding domain yielded a fusion protein that,
when expressed in cells depleted for wild-type

LEDGF/p75, retargeted integration to sites of

H3K9 di- and trimethylation. Because this
histone modification is enriched outside of

transcription units, integration was reprog-

rammed to favor regions outside of genes.
This provided strong support for the idea that

LEDGF/p75 tethers integration complexes to

target sites in vivo. Use of such fusions provides
a possible means of controlling integration tar-

geting for use in gene therapy applications,

where it is desirable to target integration away
from cancer-related genes to avoid insertional

activation.

Might the IN-LEDGF/p75 interaction pro-
vide a target for small molecule therapy to

inhibit HIV infection? X-ray crystallography

studies have defined the interaction surface
between the IN catalytic domain dimer and

the LEDGF/p75 IN binding domain, defining

the target for potential inhibitors (Cherepanov
et al. 2005). An early study of small molecules

binding to IN identified a binding site at the

dimer interface in the catalytic domain (Mol-
teni et al. 2001), and this later turned out to

be the interaction site for LEDGF/p75 (Chere-

panov et al. 2005). A more recent structure-

based design effort yielded potent inhibitors
that bind this site, block the IN-LEDGF/p75
interaction in vitro, and inhibit HIV replica-

tion in vivo (Christ et al. 2010). Thus the
IN-LEDGF/p75 interaction appears to be a

promising target for therapeutic inhibitors of

HIV replication.

Why Does HIV Infection Not Cause
Insertional Activation of Proto-Oncogenes?

Many studies document that retroviral infection
in animal models can be associated with activa-

tion of proto-oncogenes and cancer, but

remarkably this is never seen with HIV. HIV
infection and AIDS are associated with elevated

risks for several cancers, but in no case do the

transformed cells harbor integrated proviruses,
ruling out the known mechanisms of inser-

tional activation. This issue is of considerable

importance because HIV-based vectors are
increasingly used in gene therapy, in part

because of this observation. Possible explana-

tions include (1) HIV vpr arrests the cell cycle,
(2) HIV env expression is cytotoxic, (3) HIV

infects terminally differentiated cells that conse-

quently have limited proliferative potential, (4)
cells expressing HIV proteins are quickly killed

off by cytotoxic T cells, and (5) integration
targeting is not optimal for transformation.

However, in a recent lentiviral gene therapy trial

that successfully treated b thalassemia major in
one human subject, a cell clone expanded that

contained an integrated vector in the proto-

oncogene HMGA2 (Cavazzana-Calvo et al.
2010). This finding raises questions about possi-

ble effects of HIV integration on cell growth that

may be more subtle than overt transformation.

Other Host Factors Affecting HIV Integration

A variety of additional host proteins are im-

plicated in HIV integration. Following the
completion of reverse transcription, the viral

cDNA is likely to become coated byDNA- bind-

ing proteins, some of whichmay be contributed
by the host cell. Product formation in integra-

tion reactions in vitro can be increased by the

R. Craigie and F.D. Bushman
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addition of proteins that assist assembly of

protein/DNA complexes by altering DNA con-
formation (“architectural” DNA-binding pro-

teins). However, multiple proteins show such

activity in integration reactions in vitro, and
it is unclear which are most important bio-

logically. Proteins with reported stimulatory

activity include LEDGF/p75, BAF, HMGA,
HMGB, Ini-1, YY1, and the viral NC protein.

Some of these proteins might contribute to

PIC function by coating and condensing the
viral DNA, thereby assisting the assembly of

the viral nucleoprotein complexes. Several cel-

lular chromatin proteins have also been
suggested to influence integration including

Ini-1, EED, SUV39H1, HP1g, and others (for

reviews of some of this work see Greene and
Peterlin 2002; Bushman et al. 2005; Suzuki

and Craigie 2007).

Cellular DNA repair proteins likely support
the final steps of integration, in which DNA

gaps at host-virus DNA junctions are processed

and repaired. Collections of well-known host
cell DNA repair enzymes can process model

DNA substrates containing such gaps in vitro,

but so far the enzymes most relevant in vivo
during infection have not been identified

(Yoder and Bushman 2000). The cellular

double-strand break repair proteins Ku, ligase
IV, and XRCC4, responsible for forming

2-LTR circles, have also been proposed to be

important in supporting infection (Daniel
et al. 1999), although this has been controversial

(Baekelandt et al. 2000; Li et al. 2001). In several

viral and transposon systems, DNA repair
enzymes have also been suggested to inhibit rep-

lication, and additional DNA repair pathways

are reportedly inhibitory for HIV-1 replication
(Yoder et al. 2006).

Additional Roles for IN in HIV Biology

Studies of IN mutants have implicated IN pro-

tein in viral replication functions in addition
to catalyzing DNA cutting and joining reactions

(see Engelman et al. 1999 for reviewand referen-

ces). Most amino acid substitutions within the
IN active site residues selectively eliminate its

catalytic activities without affecting other steps

of the replication cycle—these have been termed

“class I” mutants. However, amino acid substi-
tutions in other parts of the IN protein, termed

“class II” mutants, can have more pleiotropic

effects, including disruption of correct core
assembly in viral particles and impairment of

reverse transcription, implicating IN in particle

assembly and structure. Most deletions of IN
result in a class II phenotype, suggesting that

IN may be important for proper assembly of

the viral core (Bukovsky and Gottlinger 1996;
Dar et al. 2009).

CONCLUSIONS AND NEW
RESEARCH AREAS

Progress in the integration field provides a clas-
sic example of how science ought to work. Early

studies clarified the steps of the retroviral repli-

cation cycle and identified the IN protein. After
the discovery of HIV, the field established assays

for purified IN protein, which then provided

the basis for small molecule screens to identify
lead inhibitors active against virus. An enor-

mous effort within the pharmaceutical industry

then succeeded in turning early-stage inhibitors
into pharmaceutical products. Full FDA appro-

val of the first IN inhibitor was obtained in

2007. Now efforts turn to (1) developing inhib-
itors active against drug-resistant viruses and

obligate IN cofactors, (2) understanding struc-

tures in more detail, and (3) understanding
the integration system in its full cellular context.
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